The anticipated increase in popular use of the Internet will cre-ABSTRACT ate more opportunities i n distance learning, electronic commerce, and m u l t i m e d i a communication, b u t it w i l l also create m o r e challenges in organizing information and facilitating its efficient retrieval. From the network perspective, there will be additional challenges and problems in meeting bandwidth requirements and network management. Many researchers believed that the mobile agent paradigm (mobile object) could propose several attractive solutions t o deal w i t h such challenges and problems. A number o f mobile agent systems have been designed and implemented i n academic institutions and commercial firms. However, few applications were found t o take advantage of t h e mobile agent. Among the hurdles facing this emerging paradigm are concerns about security requirements and efficient resource management. This article introduces t h e core concepts of this emerging paradigm, and attempts t o present a n account of current research efforts in the context of telecommunications. The goal is t o provide the interested reader with a clear background of the opportunities and challenges this emerging paradigm brings about, and a descriptive look at some of the forerunners that are providing experimental technologies supporting this paradigm.
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he term mobile agent contains two separate and T distinct concepts: mobility and agency.1 Mobile agents refer plainly to self-contained and identifiable computer programs that can move within the network and act on behalf of the user or another entity [l] . The idea of a self-controlled program execution near the data source has been proposed as the next wave to replace the client-server paradigm as a better, more efficient and flexible mode of communication (Fig. 1) . Some authors classify mobile agent as a special case of an agent, as in [2] ; others separate the agency from mobility, as in [3] . Despite the difference in definition, most research examples of the mobile agent paradigm as reported in the literatures currently have two general goals: reduction of network traffic and asynchronous interaction. The goals of mobility are surprisingly close to those of the well-researched process migration concept, although at a different level of abstraction. These are reduction of network traffic, load balancing, fault resilience, asynchronous interaction, and data access locality. Some authors [4, 5] have suggested that agents can be used to implement network management by delegation [6, 71 and to deliver network services [8] . The mobile agent paradigm proposes to treat the network as multiple agent-"friendly" environments and the agents as programmatic entities that move from location to location, performing tasks for users. Agents can function independent of each other or cooperate to solve problems. The merit of the mobile agent as a viable technology is still a contentious issue among various researchers. However, even if this merit issue is resolved today, researchers have yet to come up with optimal solutions to the issues facing the design and implementation of mobile agent system architecture, which includes ( Some of these issues have roots in the fields of process migration and distributed operating systems; others come from the field of artificial intelligence (AI). The first 12 have technical connotations, while authority (who owns agents and agent resources), legality (who is ultimately responsible for an agent's action), and ethics (in what context should agents be used) are social issues regarding the use of an agent and thus will not be discussed in this article. It is also worth noting that not all of these issues are dealt with in current mobile agent systems. In some areas, such as security, secrecy, privacy, coordination, communication, and control, the current solutions are far from optimal or even adequate. In others, such as stability, scalability, and performance, research efforts have yet to begin.
At the time of this writing, there are 20 academic, private, and organizational projects with a mobile agent system as the central theme, involving well-known institutions such as the University of Ottawa, MIT, University of Stuttgart, UMBC, OGRI, and GMD FOKUS. Private firms large and small also have active mobile agent research projects; they include IBM, General Magic, Objectspace, Mitsubishi, Hitachi, British Telecom, and Crystaliz Inc. Also, various standardization efforts are underway [9] , one of which is the addition of a mobile agent facility (MAF) to CORBA [lo].
The momentous research interest from the academic sector shows that the mobile agent paradigm is conceptually sound, and the interest from private firms shows that the technology is rapidly passing the purely scientific research stage. In fact, several firms have deliverables in the product testing stage (IBM, General Magic, Objectspace, and Mitsubishi).
THE MOBILE AGENT IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The agent concept is already being used heavily as a part of the service architecture of next-generation networks such as the Telecommunications Information Networking Architecture (TINA) [ll] . Moreover, the mobile agent concept is also being considered by the TINA Consortium (TINA-C) in a broadening effort to leverage these new technologies [8, 121 . A number of industry-sponsored projects that investi- 
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SCP and the necessary tlenecks in the case of vices. Therefore, the distributed as close to t1.e incorporation of the mc its enhancement has bem Mobile agents used in IN ic downloading of with other agents and be dynamically configured. The issue raised by this kind of architecture is the dynamic downloading and/or exchange of control scripts; thus, intelligence resides mostly at the network devices. The control scripts can be simple or complex and represent "lightweight" mobile agent(s). In the smart message approach, agents are mobile entities that travel between computers/systems to perform tasks. Agents are received and executed in an agent execution environment (AEE) (Fig. 2) . With this approach, intelligence is partitioned in a balance between the AEE and the agent. The smart message agent can serve as an asynchronous message carrier for its owner (e.g., retrieve e-mail asynchronously and forward to the current location of the owner), or as a broker that requests and sets up all requirements for services (e.g., establishes a real-time connection for media delivery). With these agent-based approaches, services can be provided instantly, customized, and distributed. However, the approaches aim to replace IN components with mobile agents and thus are not consistent with IN'S goal of centralizing service control. If IN does move toward this approach, it would evolve into architecture such as TINA. would be responsible for the dynamcust3mized service scripts (i.e., dynamic transparent distribution of computation objects that are supported by distributed processing environments (DPEs). The mobile agent concept is not yet part of TINA, however, the TINA-C is working to expand the specification to accommodate relatively new concepts such as intelligent and mobile agents as extensions to TINA'S support for the concept of agents. TINA has identified the following agent dimensions [SI:
MOBILE AGENTS
Act on behalf of someone Planning * Negotiating
To support such agent capabilities, considerable work has to be done to extend the DPE to support the AEE in one form or another. The MAGNA project aims to cover some groundwork in this area, through extending and refining GMD FOKUS's mobile agent architecture.
MOBILE AGENTS IN NETWORK MANAGEMENT
Proposals and serious efforts have been initiated to use mobile agents to transform current clienthemer-based network management practices into a distributed and decentralized one 14, 5, 81. This section elaborates some of the issues in network management and how mobile agents can help solve them.
NETWORK MANAGEMENT APPROACHES
The most popular approach to manage networks comes from the Internet Engineering Task Both approaches assume the presence of management stations (MSs) that interact with management agents running on network nodes. The agents in these protocols are computational entities responsible for collecting and storing management information local to the node and responding t o requests for this information from the MS via a management protocol that specifies the packet format for a set of basic operations. The MS interacts with the agents using clientherver architecture. Yemini anticipated that this centralization in network management seriously limits its scalability, leading to poor performance or, worse, an inability to cope with the dimension of the network [14] . Recognizing these limitations, the IETF and I S 0 have taken steps to decentralize and relieve the bottleneck around the MS. These efforts include complex notification agents (ISO), proxy agent (SNMP v2, IETF), and remote monitoring (RMON, IETF) (Fig. 3a, b) .
A clean design for decentralization is the management by delegation (MBD) approach proposed by Yemini [6] and Meyer [7] . In MBD, the management architecture still includes a management protocol and agents; however, elastic process runtime support is assumed to be present at each device. In the traditional way (SNMP, CMIP) the MS does all the computation and sending of the results to the devices via clientherver messages. On the other hand, the MS in MBD packs a task (code and data) to agents and sends it to be executed at the devices, thus delegating to them the actual execution of the tasks. The executions would be asynchronous, freeing the MS to perform other tasks and thus enabling a higher degree of parallelism in the management architecture. In this way, a large portion of the functionality of the MS would be delegated to the devices (Fig. 3c) . As an additional feature, codes are not statically bound to any devices; therefore, the MS can customize and dynamically enhance the services provided by the agents on any device [6] .
MOBILE-AGENT-BASED NETWORK MANAGEMENT
The research field of mobile agents in network management is still young. Although projects such as Hitachi, MAGNA, and NEC have posted homepages, little technical information is available. From the general information, all projects have a similar scope of using in-house mobile agent architecture to provide telecommunications services and management. Until now, all projects use the term agent to denote a mobile executing unit (EU) [ll] or mobile agent. Baldi et al. introduce yet another term, mobile code paradigm, and proposes that decentralization of network management services can be implemented using one or a combination of three design paradigms: code on demand (COD), remote evaluation (REV), and mobile agent (Fig. 4) [5] .
COD is similar in concept to the use of a mobile agent. COD is proposed by Baldi et al. to allow dynamic configuration and functionality of network devices (dynamic, active patching) [5] . The I S 0 approach (CMIP) is amenable to this kind of application. However, the authors noted that the management agent in the IETF approach (SNMP) is too rigid to be considered for implementing COD.
In REV, a small code fragment is moved to the devices where it is allowed to invoke other codes to complete the service. The authors noted that this approach subsumes MBD, because MBD has fixed functionality (only the distribution is implemented), whereas REV also provides the benefit of dynamic configuration change obtained with COD. As an H Figure 4 . Mobile coLfeparadigms [5] . touched on; discussion perhaps delegated to work of these authors potential of mobile management.
Research data on on security and scalability was absent, Iesearchers of Agent Tcl. However, the represents a strong argument for the code (and mobile agents) in network :he application of mobile agent tech-
A SURVEY OF1 MOBILE AGENT SYSTEMS
There are several resei rch activities that are related to mobile agent (MA) technolcgy and many more centering on MA issues, which can be 1 ound in [9] . These cannot all be discussed due to the lar< er scope it would entail. In general, there are three targets for MA system design and implementation: using or creatii k g a specialized language, as operating system (OS) services o extensions, or as application software.
In the first approach, I anguage features provide the requirements of MA systems.iThe second approach implements MA system requirements ik OS extensions to take advantage of existing OS features. Lastly, the third approach builds MA systems as specialized ibpplication software that runs on top of f an OS to provide MA functionalities. Currently, there is not enough information to assess with certainty the most suitable approach. For comparative purposes, this article chooses to limit the discussion to nine current projects:
AgletT These systems are selected because they are representative of strategies currently employed in MA research. Language-based MA systems such as WAVE [29] and Obliq [30] are consciously excluded because these represent a different philosophical approach than hTA support by software architecture.
MOBILE AGENT MODELS
An agent model is a conceptual view that MA system architects embed in their designs. In the following sections, descriptions of the MA models of Aglet, Agent Tcl, ARA, Concordia, Mole, Odyssey, TACOMA, Voyager, and SHIP-MA1 will be presented.
AGLET
Aglet models the MA to closely follow the applet model of Java. It is a simple framework where the programmer overrides predefined methods to add desired functionality. An Aglet is defined as a mobile Java object that visits Agletenabled hosts in a computer network. Aglet runs in its own thread of execution after arriving at the host, so it is attributed as autonomous. It is also reactive because it responds to incoming messages. The complete Aglet object model includes additional abstractions such as context, proxy, message, itinermy, and identifie?. These additional abstractions provide Aglet the environment in which it can carry out its tasks. Aglet uses a simple proxy object to relay messages and has a message class to encapsulate message exchange between agents. However, group-oriented communication is not available, and the choice of using a proxy to relay a message may not be a scalable solution in a high-frequency transport situa-tion. Nevertheless, by modeling the MA as a Java object, the designers of Aglet leverage the existing Java infrastructure to take care of platform dependent issues and to use existing mobile code facility of Java.
AGENT TCL
The designers of Agent Tcl do not formally specify an MA model. Instead, MA is understood as a program that can be written in any language and that accesses features that support mobility via a common service package implemented as a server. This server provides MA-specific services such as state capture, transfer facility, and group communication, as well as more traditional services such as disk access, screen access, and CPU cycle. The philosophy was that all functionalities an agent ever wants are available in the server. Agent mobility then only concerns closure, which is the Tcl script (or scripts). There are no additional codes to load (i.e., no external references). In Agent Tcl, the state capture of an agent is handled automatically and transparently to the programmer. However, it was unclear what this state capture includes. Since Tcl is a script language, a frequent example given was that the executing script resumes after the instruction for mobility has been executed. There is also a plan to introduce process-migration-like behavior such that the states of the agent would continue to evolve as it moves from place to place. However, this trend could have adverse effects in areas such as the complexity of the transfer mechanism and cost, adverse effects that are still being dealt with in the more traditional process migration.
A M
The Agent for Remote Action (ARA) system is similar in concept to Agent Tcl in that it has a core service layer supporting multiple languages through interpreters. ARA aims for seamless incorporation of "mobile programming" to the existing world of programming practice. In ARA, "the mobile agent is a program that is able to move at its own choice and without interfering with its execution, utilizing various established programming languages." The ARA agent moves between and stays at places where it uses services provided by the host or other agents. ARA agents are considered normal programs in all other aspects, working with file system, user interface, network interface, and other well-known computing facilities. In addition, ARA also formulates the concept of server agents, the services with which the MA would interact, as static compiled objects located at network nodes. ARA agents run within an interpreter, interfacing with a core language-independent set of services. The core services include resource management, mobility, and security, to name a few. The language-dependent features, such as how state capture is handled and correctness checking, are the responsibility of the interpreter, whereas providing access to the underlying OS services and other MA-specific services is the responsibility of the core. ARA agents are executed in parallel threads, while some of the internal ARA core functions can be executed as separate processes for performance reasons.
CONCORDIA
Concordia is another MA framework built on Java. In Concordia an agent is regarded as a collection of Java objects. A Concordia agent is modeled as a Java program that uses services provided by a collection of server components which would take care of mobility, persistence, security, communication, administration, and resources. These server components would communicate among themselves and can run in one or several Java virtual machines; the collection of these components forms the AEE at a given network node. Once arriving at a node, the Concordia agent accesses regular services available to all Java-based programs such as database access, file system, and graphics, as in Aglet. Like ARA, Concordia specifies a service bridge to provide access to legacy services.
A Concordia agent is considered to have internal states as well as external task states.2 The internal states are values of the objects' variables, and the external task states are the states of an itinerary object that would be kept external to the agent's code. This itinerary object encapsulates the destination addresses of each Concordia agent and the method that each would have to execute when arriving there. The designers of Concordia claim that this approach allows greater flexibility by offering multiple points of entry to agent execution, as compared to always executing an "after-move" method as in Agent Tcl, Aglet, or ARA. This concept of an externally located itinerary is similarly supported in Odyssey via Odyssey's task object. However, t h e infrastructure for management of these itinerary objects was not clear from the publicly available literature on Concordia.
MOLE
In Mole, the agent is modeled as a cluster of Java objects, a closure without external references except with the host system. The agent is thus a transitive closure over all the objects to which the main agent object contains a reference. This island concept was chosen by the designers of Mole to allow simple transfer of agent without worrying about dangling references. Each Mole agent has a unique name provided by the agent system, which is used to identlfy the agent. Also, a Mole agent can only communicate with other agents via defined communication mechanisms, which offer the ability to use different agent programming languages to convert the information transparently when needed.
A Mole agent can only exist in a host environment call location that serves as the intermediate layer between the agent and t h e OS. Mole also supports t h e concept of abstract location to represent the collection of distributed physical machines. One machine can contain several locations, and locations may be moved among machines. Mole limits the abstract location to denote a configuration that would minimize cost due to communication. Thus, a collection of machines in a subnet is an acceptable abstract location, whereas a collection of machiqes that spans cities is not. As in ARA, Mole directly proposed the concept of a system agent (server agent in ARA), which has full access to the host facilities. It is through interacting with these system agents that a given Mole agent (mobile) achieves tasks. A Mole MA can only communicate with other agents (systems and MAS) and has no direct access to resources.
The uniqueness of the Mole agent model is its requirement for closure of objects, whereas other facilities such as static agent and communication are similar conceptually to other systems. What is unclear is how the Mole system enforces the closure requirement, and whether there are mechanisms to handle closure management automatically. The concept of closure is technically convenient, but without helping tools it can be error-prone and limiting. and file cabinet as extpnsions to the OS to provide mechanisms for data transfer land broker agent for scheduling agents. Brokers are expected ti communicate among themselves and with service providers; tleey also serve as matchmakers between agents and service pnbviders. TACOMA also proposes the concept of a rear guar agent that serves as a checkpoint in case of failure.
In the first prototyIje Tcl was used as the implementation
The first TACOMA f OS specificity, and a weak (similar to fundamental feasecurity mechanism. At the current stage, the runtime system consists of inteipreters for Tcl and C that provide tures of ARA and Agent Tcl but much weaker). The programmer also has to take care of ~t a t e .~ Overall, it is unclear how far this approach' can progress, since TACOMA is the only project that conpucts investigation on implementing MA at the OS level.
VOVAGER
It would seem that thtf general acceptance of Java as the de facto Internet prograibming language gives rise to acceleraccess to TACOMA l,eatures i ated research in MA. Thus far four projects have taken advantage of Java language features to implement MA systems (Aglet, Concordia, Mole, and Odyssey), and more are coming [25, 28, 291 . However, none has yet represented a state of tight integration with Java like Voyager. Proclaimed as an agent-enhanced object request broker (ORB) in Java, Voyager offers several advanced mechanisms that could be used to implement MA systems. The Voyager agent model is also based on the concept of a collection of Java objects; it does have an Agent class that developers can subclass to implement Voyager-style MA. However, the product goes one step beyond to provide arbitrary remote object construction, a facility for moving objects (not just agents), and a host of other communication and infrastructure services that can be used to implement arbitrary MA systems.
The Voyager agent is designed to take advantage of the Voyager ORB features which make extensive use of Java's reflection mechanism. A Voyager agent can communicate by calling methods or using Voyager Space'" technology, a group event and message multicast facility that Objectspace claims to be more scalable than simple communication mechanisms in Aglet or Concordia. Like Aglet, Concordia, and Odyssey, the Agent class in Voyager also encapsulates a control model. However, Voyager supports a more extensive set of control mechanisms, such as more flexible instructions on how the agent should terminate itself than the fixed or explicit instructions on termination as in Aglet, Concordia, or Odyssey. As in Agent Tcl or ARA, interagent and high-level communication is reserved as application-level features indirectly supported with more primitive mechanisms provided.
The Voyager agent model is essentially the same in concept as in Mole, Aglet, Concordia, and Odyssey systems, which is a collection of Java objects. The designers of Voyager also leave the decision on the complexity of an agent to users, as do other systems that have been discussed. There are no metrics to suggest how the complexity of a mobile program would break the system; instead, the user is led to believe that arbitrary complexity of any degree can be achieved. This is a point worth noting since the user of a system should not have to experiment to find out what the system's limits are.
SH IP-MA1
Work on SHIP-MAI began from using existing MA technology for the transport and distribution of multimedia documents [31]. However, as research and experimentation progressed, it was realized that a number of enhancement requirements to MA systems in terms of high-bandwidth data transport, performance, and security began to emerge [32]. At completion, SHIP-MA1 will include framework support for agents and agent task generation, agent task management, agent system management, and deployment. As in Aglet, Voyager, Mole, and Concordia, a SHIP-MA1 agent is also modeled as a collection of related Java objects; hence, the SHIP-MA1 system also uses Java for portability. However, SHIP-MAI includes two distinct and complementary parts in support system: an agent execution control server (AEC) and an agent execution server (AE) [32]. The AEC focuses ing agents, while the AE focuses on enforcing this security policy and the actual resource allocation for agent execution. The AEC also acts as a command and control center for a collection of related AEs, where it manages the lifecycles of the agents running in this AE collection and provides external agent transport. The designers claim that this partition strategy allows more efficient use of resources and more flexibility in security configuration. Ongoing work focuses on efficient management of mobile agents to increase agent sharability, system scalability, and manageable fault tolerance. The work is motivated by the lack of an adequate solution for high load transfer of an agent's data; safeguarding an agent's data against possible loss due to system failure or a hostile host; application of MA in a high availability situation; and system features to deal with the issues in MA system management. Concurrent experiments to collect requirements needed to validate SHIP-MA1 design are discussed in [33] .
MOBILE AGENT SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN FORCES *
In summary, MA systems consist of either Java class libiaries (Aglet, Concordia, Voyager, Odyssey, Mole, and S H I P -M ) , scripting language systems with interpreter and runtime support (ARA, Agent Tcl), or OS services accessible via a scripting language (TACOMA). Aglet, Concordia, Odyssey, and
Mole can be qualified as experimental application frameworks. Voyager is a current commercial product'that advocates itself as agent-enhanced middleware. ARA and Agent Tcl are called "strongly mobile systems" by some authors [15] because there is, tighter inte'gration of mobjlity as a language feature, compared to external classes such as in systems based on Java. Conceptually, all approaches are similar. MA is considered a special application that requires two pafts: the mobile part (MA) and a host part that reside on a computing device at a network node. There is also a service point or location concept that serves as a mediator between the MA and the services offered (called a static agent in some cases). The environment in which an MA must function theoretically can be either uniform or heterogeneous; the latter is the norm. Although an MA system can be built with a single computing platform, such a system would have limited scope'and usefulness. Current MA systems assume that. the operating environment is heterogeneous, so the first consideration in thi: design of such systems is how to deal with platform heterogeneity. In the same categov is the difference in computing power sue and capacity, which seems to be ignored in current designs. The second issue that is absolutely crucial for an MA system is how to guarantee certain security levels so that the agent is protected from the host, the host is protected from the agent, agents are protected from each other, and hosts are protected from each other. Security also dictates that mechanisms exist to account for agents and to ensure that actions can be audited. There are adequate solutions to satisfy the heterogeneity constraint; however, only limited solutions are available to deal with the security constraints. If one assumes that adequate solutions exist for both, the remaining consider- These categories are treated from the viewpoint of an MA, which may be different than from the viewpoint of a process. In the following subsections, each of these categories will be discussed as they are handled in some current systems.
SECURITY
Research in agent security is very active due to its crucial importance to the general acceptance of MA systems. However, an extensive and complete discussion on security deserves its own article.4 Therefore, this section aims instead to provide a comprehensive survey of current security models and solutions, and seeks to establish the initial set of security requirements in an MA system. The issues and requirements of security in MA systems have been reviewed and discussed [34, 351. A mobile object system including MA systems consists of four components according to [35] : A host-a computer and an OS The computation environment (CE) -the runtime system
Mobile object systems -the computations concurrently running on the CE . The network or communication subsystem that interconnects CEs located on different hosts (Fig. 5) An agent is the third item in an MA system, while the AEE ' is the second. The security problems include how to protect the AEE from malicious agents, how to protect agents from a malicious AEE, how to protect one agent from another, how to protect an AEE from another AEE, how to protect the communication between AEB, and how to protect the host from the AEE. The last problem is the traditional problem of protecting an OS from misbehaving programs; thus, it is not a new problem and is less important in the context of MA security. Here one is mainly concerned with the first four problems. Farmer et al. identify three basic security principles that an M A system must realize [34] :
For the most natural applications of MA, the participants
Any agent-critical decisions should be made on neutral
Unchanging components of the state should be sealed cannot be assumed to trust one another.
(trusted) hosts.
' cryptographically.
by all agents in that domain. These special Interpreters trust each other to various degrees depending on bhe relationships between the domains. All other interpreters 'are considered hostile by default and cannot be trusted. Agehts in this system require special privileges to collect audit c(ata and respond to attacks, but at the same time must be ccintrolled so that they will not exceed their authority. In ordkr to be effective, the system that dispenses and controls thb privilege must be well protected. The security architecture pkoposed by [34] suffers from problems of securing the trustibd interpreter from a rogue or masquerading agent, or a tirusted agent that has been tricked into performing malicious flasks. Furthermore, since this architecture proposes a trustec) network of hosts, additional problems of maintaining the ovekall trustworthiness of all participating hosts and ensuring tha,t all hosts implement uniform security measures can be a fclrmidable task in building an infrastructure.
Traditional securii y mechanisms rely on cryptographic techniques to implemll k nt authentication, authorization, and access control. These tlools found use in traditional static distributed systems. They are also used as part of the solutions for protecting the A E l k from hostile agents or another AEE, but there are no satisEactory solutions to prevent a hostile AEE from doing dam:/ge. The hostile AEE can attack by not running the agent cohe correctly, refusing to transfer the agent, tampering with agent code and data, or listening into interagent communic.ation [34] . The problem of effectively preventing a hostile site from tampering with an agent is a nearly impossible task1 since the hosting site needs access to proposed to protect an agent include cryptographic tracing of execution, duplication of computation and cross-examination, code obfuscatiol' , and secure domains using a co-processor [35] . Unfortuyately, these solutions are either not practical in real situartions, due largely to their computing cost, or have limited 'scope. As for protecting agents from each other, solutions can be reasonably carried out by the design of the AEE, ilsually by isolating the execution of 1 authentications usinib digital signatures and other cryptographic techniques, and proof-carrying code [34, 351. The most promising areaq are achieving flexible access control and a recursive protection domain [35] . With these results, flexible protection scilutions can be designed according to the level of trust.
In most systems the AEE and host are assumed to be trustworthy and would carry out operations such as helping the agent to protect the privacy of its results. In most systems implemented in Java, the designers choose to rely on the Java security moldel and/or provide customized extensions to this model. Aglet has its own implementation of the security manager arid employs the sandbox Java applet model. Mole and Odyssey do not yet have any security model other than the basic Java facility. Concordia took steps to provide its own security manager and implements a secure transport mechanism with the secure socket layer protocol (v. 3). Voyager also has its own security manager plus a customizable sockets interface that developers can use to implement arbitrary socket-level security. The problem with these Java implementations is that any weaknesses in Java also permeate to them, and the Java model was proven in some cases to easily be broken [35] . Unlike Java, which is scrutinized openly for security compromises and keeps being improved, the security mechanisms in ARA and Agent Tcl are not yet ready and could not be.widely tested; hence, they could tie weaker than that of Java. Security is an ongoing research issue and should be regarded as an ongoing feature. What can perhaps be done now is to prepare t h e MA'architecture such that new and better security mechanisms can easily be incorporated as they became available.
PORTABILITY
Platform heterogeneity is currently the norm; therefore, all current MA systems must deal with porting agent code and data to work on multiple platforms. Before Java, systems such as Agent Tcl and ARA depended on an OS-specific core and languagespecific interpreters for agent code and data. The problems of these approaches are performance and scalability. After Java, the Java virtual machine (JVM) represents a better compromise because platform-neutral byte code can be compiled just in time to adequately alleviate the performance pToblems.5 It is also a matter of scale to port the supporting structure to the various JVMs. Therefore, it is not surprising that many MA systems choose Java as an implementation language.
The Java approach does have its advantages and disadvantages. The advantages include widely accepted platform neutrality, ease of network progsamming constructs, and a constptly evolving security. model. The disadvantages include the ongoing maturation of the language and its lack of mature development tools, plus a common weak link if a flaw in the language is found. However, the last weakness could be said about the core of .either ARA or Agent Tcl systems, or any agent system in general.
MOBILITY
Agent mobility mechanisms include remote invocation (also known as remote execution), cloning, programming language support, middleware, and COD [ll]. Most Systems discussed in this article use application protocols on top of TCP for transport of agent codes and states. Systems based on Java make use of the programming language features extensively, such as support of a form of RPC (remote method invocation, RMI), object serialization, and reflection. Often the agent states and codes are transformed into an intermediate format to be transported and restarted at the other end. The mechanisms used are some variations of remote execution (all systems use it, since agents from all systems are restarted), programming language support (all systems that are based on Aglet has its own Agent Transfer Protocol (ATP), an application-level-protocol that communicates via a TCP socket. Concordia also uses TCP sockets and Java object , JavaG), and middleware. serialization for transport mechanisms. Odyssey is the only system that isolates the transport layer from the rest of the system and can use RMI, Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIOP), or the distributed component object model (DCOM). Voyager uses Java object serialization and reflection extensively in its transport mechanism. Mole initiates a replacement for the Java code loader model by proposifig a code server and is expected to follow the same path as other systems based on Java. SHIP-MAI uses Java object serialization and manages transport at three levels: AEC-AEC, AEC-AE, and AE-AE. Both ARA and Agent Tcl hide the transport details from the developer in the form of a single move or go command and may use a number of protocols to transfer agent code and data. The core systems of ARA and Agent Tcl are supposed to handle decoding back to a language-specific interpreter format. Agent Tcl currently uses a TCP socket, while ARA foresees Simple Mail Management Protocol (SMMP), Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP), and File Transfer Protocol (FTP) as possible routes. Note that Aglet, Concordia, Odyssey, Voyager, and Mole also support a transparent agent code and state transfer via a single command or method.
In the systems surveyed, execution of the agent is stopped and all local-resource-dependent activities have to be completed before it can be moved. In Agent Tcl and ARA, the system guarantees that execution resumes at the next statement after the move statement with the local variable restored. In Java-based systems the entry point (or points) in the form of method calls are executed at the next destination. A 1 Javabased systems except Concordia have a single entry point after transfer of an agent occurs. In Concordia, an arbitrary entry point can be called at the destination.
COMMUNICATION
A communication model is needed so that agents can communicate with each other and for the system to control agents, and this has been discussed in the context of an agent model for each system in previous sections. In this section the strengths and weaknesses of each approach will be presented.
Systems based on Java mostly support event, message, and/or RPC-based communication, while ARA supports only clientlserver-style message exchange at a predefined service point. Agent Tcl plans to support event-based communication . The AIDL approach is similar to CORBA IDL and is necessary given the multiple languages that Agent Tcl supports. This style has the advantage of interfacing matching communication that facilitates clientlserver bindings. However, since it is based on RPC it also suffers from not being able to handle RPCs automatically, so interfaces have to be set up before proper connection is established. It also requires extra processing steps and extra objects. Therefore, agent communication in this style is not very straightforward. However, this approach may have benefits in establishing an exchange interface to facilitate a higher-level exchange [37] .
In stark contrast to A M and Agent Tcl, systems based on Java make use of the homogeneous language environment to bypass the interface incompatibility issue. Most systems implement a distributed event communication and/or a messagepassing mechanism using normal Java objects. Voyager goes one step further to make use of the Java reflection mechanism to create agents remotely without resorting to an RPCbased system. It also introduces a multicast group event distribution called Voyagerspace that it claims to be scalable to enable high-traffic agent communication. With Voyagerspace, distributed events and published/subscribed styles of communication are possible. Voyagerspace is also nestable and allows arbitrary disconnection. This is in contrast to AgentGroup from Concordia, where a group can be formed, but it is not possible to join a group arbitrarily. Of course, the disadvantage of the above approaches is language dependency. It would be advantageous to have a similar architecture available in language-and application-neutral form. The various CORBA services seem to fulfill this need.
RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Agents are executing programs that may require access to lowlevel system resources such as CPU cycle, disk, memory, graphic subsystem and network. They may require higher-level access such as persistence service (i.e., database), thread, and services from static entities (i.e., back-end directory server, SQL server). Equitable distribution of this access to resources among requesting agents is dealt with by resource management.
Resource management is not clearly discussed in most systems mentioned in this article. Concordia is the only exception, explicitly providing a queue manager abstraction, but limiting its services to managing access to transport service. Agent Tcl and ARA seemed to vaguely specify that resource management would be carried out by the core layer; however, both systems did not specify where or how it could be carried out. Aglet, Odyssey, and Voyager, as other Java-based systems, left the low-level resource management to the JVM (by using the Java thread facility) and provided no other facility.
RESOURCE DISCOVERY
An agent is far more efficient if it can dynamically discover the resource it needs to accomplish its tasks than if it is hardwired to do work. Resource discovery covers an area complementary to resource management. When an agent arrives at a site, it should be able to discover the services offered at that site or things it could do. To be more efficient, this information needs to be available even before the agent decides to go to a site. Service discovery and trading is the fundamental premise of MA in [38]. Some authors argue that this is the application level of an MA system [17, 191. As in resource management, resource discovery is virtually absent in current systems. Although the concept of static entities servicing a n agent's requests i s t h e r e (ARA, Mole), such systems assume that the agent is aware of these services before coming t o a site. I t would be better if schemes were designed as part of the overall architecture to allow both prior and just-in-time discovery of services. Furthermore, more research efforts are needed, particularly those aimed at determining the optimal approach that permits flexible applications to be built that offer both high performance and scalability.
IDENTIFICATION
Agents must be identified uniquely in the environment in which they operate. Proper identification allows control, communication, cooperation, and coordination of agents to language interpreters with code server nrodel, secure channel Table 1 . A summa01 of moble agent system features. take place. All schemes used in the current systems are variations of generating EL unique number sequence designating the agent created. A globally unique identifier is also used in identifying Microsoft COM components and CORBA objects. The difference in an MA system is that it must allow easy access for human, (programmer) use, since remembering a unique sequence cbf numbers is not straightforward to human. Thus, the puirpose of an identification scheme is to generate unique idenliifiers and establish some infrastructure to allow convenient iind accurate access to the agents that carry them.
Given the importance of uniquely identified agents, most Java-based systems have at least a facility to generate unique identifiers. Surprisingly, this issue was not discussed at all for ARA or Agent Tcl. To facilitate access to the agent using these identifiers, Mole suggests using DNS to associate name to nuimber, and Voyager has an alias facility that a programmer can use to refer to an agent. Voyager also supports a federated naming service that facilitates linking of directory st!rvices to form a large logical directory (DNS style) which Voyager claims offers a superior way to locate an agent. In contrast, Aglet and Odyssey use a simple table lookup to associate name string to URL, while Concordia uses a direct0 ry manager to manage the naming service for its agents.
It is clear that the approach of Aglet and Odyssey is far from sufficient, and ARA and Agent Tcl do not discuss solutions at all. Moreover it is not clear how the Voyager or Concordia approach fares in real situations where directories are constantly updated, a common scenario with agents moving about. SHIP-MA1 currently requires the agent to report to the AEC at the 10c;il level and then uses a hierarchical arrangement of AEcls at the global level. Some groups, such as Mole and the Open Software Foundation (OSF) Mobile Agent (MOA) project [36] , choose to take advantage of the current DNS infrastructure; however, it is unclear whether such an approach is adequate.
CONTROL
The basic goal of control is simple: to provide ways in which the agent may be created, started, stopped, duplicated, or instructed to self-terminate. Control also covers subissues such as how the activities during the MA lifecycle can be coordinated. The common approach has been providing these abilities in the root MA class and then allows the programmer to tailor the MA responses to control-oriented events or messages (e.g., Aglet, Odyssey, Mole, Concordia, SHIP-MAI, and Voyager). The ARA and Agent Tcl control models were not clearly discussed, although the available information suggested that an arbitrary method or procedure could be relayed and invoked on an MA. The ability to respond to events has been proposed for the future version of Agent Tcl [33] , but the solution may be a customized one instead of a de facto standard as in Java. On the other hand, Voyager allows the most flexibility and gives a lot of freedom in terms of control. Any methods can be called remotely, and it also has an event multicast facility to facilitate group control.
The control model is far from optimal in current systems, particularly when dealing with a group of many MAS. Most current solutions seem to work well with a small number of isolated MAS; however, there is little convincing proof that these strategies would work when dealing with a large number of MAS. The choice of reuse by inheritance is also somewhat limiting. A better choice would be reuse by composition, which gives the programmer flexibility in defining how the MA should be controlled. What is also missing is a control framework of how different low-level facilities such as VoyagerSpace and Aglet Message should be used to achieve scalable control of the MA.
DATA MANAGEMENT
An MA can carry with it data it needs to do work. It also needs to store itself in a persistent form for fault tolerance or other purposes. These services are provided by the AEE and are anticipated by all nine systems. However, only Voyager and Concordia have implemented persistent mechanisms, whereas other systems do not discuss how data management will be carried out at all. Furthermore, only Voyager provides ways in which persistence can be customized, although these still leave a lot to be desired. A R A talks about checkpoint, a snapshot of the MA that would be stored permanently, but it does not specify how the interface would occur or how it would support customary solutions. SHIP-MA1 provides a repository for an agent to store data that is centrally managed and a distributed agent cache mechanism at the AE server; however, the details are not yet available.
Data management is important to allow an M A system to scale and also affects performance, but not all the systems discussed have satisfactory solutions. Some researchers take a different viewpoint and apply results in persistent language or programming systems as a solution, along with how to implement MA systems with these tools [39] .
CONCLUSION
In the traditional distributed application environment (e.g., client/server architecture), specialized programs a r e designed to accommodate as many clients as possible, The client processes usually run on remote machines and communicate with server processes to perform work. This approach can generate a high level of network traffic and, depending on the network design, can be susceptible to congestion delay. The mobile agent paradigm proposes bringing the requesting client closer to the source and hence reducing the necessary traffic. This article has presented an overview of the emerging mobile agent technology in the context of telecommunications. I t has elaborated on some fundamental issues encountered in mobile agent system design and the solutions offered in nine representative systems. However, as Table 1 shows, the representative systems seem too generic in scope, with few specific experiments involving issues of interest to telecommunications. Demonstrations of how these systems propose to solve network management and services issues are not yet available. It is expected that these systems will have to be either specialized or used to build advanced systems. These steps are necessary to deal with a particular application domain such as network management and services. Nevertheless, the trend toward decentralization of network design to cope with growth in demand for services and the pressure for more efficient network management seems to be well suited to the emergence of this technology. M A is considered by many to be lightweight process migration that does not depend on operating system semantics, thus, it is less complicated to implement than process migration. However, the other aspect of mobile agents, agency, is relatively less well developed. Nevertheless, this limitation is only a temporary barrier, since objects can be mobile and perform useful work now without possessing all the required characteristics that define agency.7
